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Task: Document classification
20Newsgroups dataset (11314/7532 train/test documents)
newsposts subdivided into 20 ﬁne-grained categories

[e.g. Dimopoulos et al. 1995, Denil et al. 2014]
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It is the body's reaction to a strange environment. It appears to be induced
partly to physical discomfort and part to mental distress. Some people are
more prone to it than others, like some people are more prone to get sick
on a roller coaster ride than others. The mental part is usually induced by
a lack of clear indication of which way is up or down, ie: the Shuttle is
normally oriented with its cargo bay pointed towards Earth, so the Earth
(or ground) is "above" the head of the astronauts. About 50% of the astronauts
experience some form of motion sickness, and NASA has done numerous tests in
space to try to see how to keep the number of occurances down.
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visualize word-level relevance:
map positive relevance to red, negative to blue
normalize opacity to extremal
relevance per document
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Quantitative Eval.: Word Deleting

Max-pooling layer

Properties:

(3) relevance indicates contribution of input dim
to actual classification decision (static)

(3) relevance indicates sensitivity of
classification decision to changes in
the input dimensions (dynamic)

Idea:
delete a sequence of words
accordingly to their relevance
and track the impact on the
classification performance
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deletion =
word-vector set to zero
in the input document
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(2) signed relevance: indicate input regions that
support or inhibit a specific classification decision

(2) positive relevance: does not discriminate
between input regions that support or inhibit
a specific classification decision

1 deleted word
2 deleted words
3 deleted words
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(1) layer-wise conservation of score:

(4154 docum ent s)

Properties:

Accuracy

(1) conservation of squared gradient norm:

Experiment 3

Experiment 2

Experiment 1

e.g. word deleting by decreasing
LRP relevance:
original document the cat sat on the mat
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start with documents* initially:

correct classified

false classified

false classified

LRP/SA target class:

true class

true class

predicted class

deletion order:

decreasing relevance

increasing relevance

decreasing relevance

* considering only test documents
with a length greater or equal to 100 words

From word-vectors to document-vectors
SA
LRP e.w.

LRP

SUM

1) Represent documents as a linear comb. of word2vec vectors,
using as a weighting scheme LRP/SA relevance, TFIDF scores or
uniform weighting (SUM). As target class for the LRP/SA relevance
estimation we use the predicted class of the CNN Model.

weighting based on
word-level relevance

weighting based on single input
dimension relevances (e.w. stands
for the element-wise operation )

2) Normalize the resulting document vectors to unit euclidean norm,
and perform KNN classification* or 2D-PCA projection.
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* for KNN classification halft of the test documents are used as neighbors,
the other half are used for evaluating the KNN performance

More details on LRP www.heatmapping.org
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